
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October 26, 2016 

AI Auto-detects Dangerous Driving 

- High-precision auto-detect utilizing deep learning 

To educate drivers and lessen traffic accidents - 

 

In September, 2016 - Nippon Car Solutions Co., Ltd. (NCS), a consolidated subsidiary of Tokyo Century Corporation, has succeeded 

in high-precision auto-detection of dangerous driving which is likely to cause traffic accident, by leveraging an artificial intelligence 

(AI) analyzes various data including event data recorder (EDR), speed and others obtained from vehicles, through a joint 

experiment with NTT Communications Corporation (NTT Com).  

 

They achieved 85% accuracy for detecting near-miss scenes, such as dangerous drivings which may result in minor traffic accidents 

due to sudden appearance of bicycles or others, from multimodal time series data*1 recorded in EDR and other devices using AI 

technologies based on the Moving Status Estimation*2 developed by NTT's Service Evolution Laboratories (NTT Labs). Crossing 

collision is the second largest traffic accident next to rear-end collision, which comprises 24% of traffic accident.*3 

 

1. Background 

NCS provides an automobile IoT tool, “NCS Drive Doctor®”*4 for its corporate customers who lease automobile, to promote 

their safe driving. As an option for the tool, video images analysis service (NCS Traffic Safety Program) is provided. For that, 

dedicated staff is currently concentrating on extracting dangerous driving scenes such as traffic violation, near-miss and 

others from a huge amount of recorded video data obtained from the devices installed in vehicles to classify the scenes.  

 

Since 2015, NTT Com has been taking an initiative to leverage the AI which adopts the Time-series Deep Learning*5 

technology in order to analyze video images and has tested to detect suspicious behaviors and individuals jointly with a 

security company*6 and an electrical equipment company*7. Both NCS and NTT Com have started carrying out a joint 

experiment utilizing these experimental results along with NTT Labs’ movement status prediction technology which 

leverages the AI technology, since they believed that auto-recognition of dangerous driving based on the analysis of 

multimodal and time-series data that includes video image, speed, and others, would improve the speed and accuracy of 

human workers’ recognition. 

 

2. Experimental Overview 

In the experiments, a sudden appearance of bicycle or other objects in front of vehicle that was nearly causing accident was 

classified as “near-miss”. 

 

They achieved 85% of near-miss detection accuracy from the following experiment procedures.  

(1) Extract various time-series data from NCS Drive Doctor® that include video images and multiple sensor outputs such 

 as a 3-axis gyroscope, a speed meter, and so on.  
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(2) Create near-miss classification models from the extracted multimodal time series data using the Moving Status 

 Estimation based on the deep learning. 

(3) Automatically detect the EDR records that include near-miss scenes using the created models. 

 

3. Future Development 

Apart from the driving cases thought to be causing minor car accidents which were covered this time, NCS analyzes data 

related to dangerous driving including traffic regulation violating cases such as neglecting stop sign, traffic signal and other 

violations as well as various cases depending on locations, period of time, vehicle types and others. 

 

NTT Com aims to widely apply its technical expertise obtained from this experiment, which proved the feasibility of AI 

technology to analyze the time-series multimodal data, into various IoT solutions and others. 

 

Both companies will focus on evolving their achievement obtained from this dangerous driving auto-extraction experiment, 

in order to provide enhanced solutions to reduce traffic accidents. And also, they will consider new business opportunities 

utilizing big data from video images and sensor information along with the AI technology. 

 

*1 Data with multiple interfaces. Video image data and various sensor data, which are recorded in EDR for this case. 

*2 A technology, which comprehend a target’s motions and its surroundings from the sensor data that is related to movements of human and 

objects including speed, acceleration and others along with video image, and automatically predict the movement status of the target under 

specific environment. The AI explained in this text is a NTT’s AI technology composing its “corevo 
TM

”, which is a trademark of Nippon Telegraph 

and Telephone Corporation. 

*3 Reference: 2015 Traffic Accident Situation data issued by Traffic Bureau, National Police Agency. 

 https://www.npa.go.jp/pressrelease/2016/04/20160401_02.html (Japanese only) 

*4 NCS Drive Doctor® is a telematics driving control service, which allows to monitor drivers’ safe-driving status on the web and to video their driving 

by automatically conveying driving data in real-time.  

*5 Deep learning is a multi-layered neural network. It is different from the conventional machine learning and capable of extracting characteristics 

and factors required to automatically acknowledge things, thus it has been a spotlighted breakthrough for further AI developments. NTT Com 

has accomplished a consecutive temporal change by analyzing 3-dimentional data combining time axe information. 

 Reference: NTT Com’s new AI technology “Time-series Deep Learning”, recognizes specific human motions with more than 80% accuracy. 

http://www.ntt.com/about-us/press-releases/news/article/2015/20151007_4.html (Japanese only) 

*6 With the use of video image analysis technology leveraging AI technology, NTT Com has achieved detection and track of suspicious person with 

great accuracy using multiple cameras.  

 NTT Com succeeded in a joint proving test with ALSOK. 

 http://www.ntt.com/about-us/press-releases/news/article/2016/20160330.html (Japanese only) 

*7 Mitsubishi Electric Corporation and NTT Com to jointly provide new solutions using surveillance camera.  

 Provide video image analysis using surveillance camera system and AI. 

http://www.ntt.com/about-us/press-releases/news/article/2016/20160303.html (Japanese only) 

 

Contact Information: 

Tokyo Century Corporation 

Investor Relations Office 

Takeshi Matsubara 

Inquiry: https://www.tokyocentury.co.jp/en/contact/form.php 

Phone: +81-(0)3-5209-6710 

 
(Note) This translation is prepared and provided for reference only. In the event of any discrepancy between this translated document and the original 

Japanese document, the original document shall prevail. 
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